Geography Minor Checklist

GGY 1010 or 1020 ________ Principles/World Regional Geography
GGY 2500 ________ Introduction to Cartography

Choose 2 from:

GGY 1150 ________ Earth Science
GGY 2000 ________ Cultural Geography
GGY 2060 ________ Economic Geography
GGY 2460 ________ Weather and Climate
GGY 2620 ________ Environmental Geology
GGY 2700 ________ GIScience

Choose 2 from:

GGY 3290 ________ Society and the Environment
GGY 3700 ________ Geography of Africa
GGY 3720 ________ North America
GGY 3770 ________ Geography of American Indians
GGY 3780 ________ Geography of Latin America
GGY 3790 ________ Geography of Asia
GGY 4010 ________ Internship
GGY 4040 ________ Remote Sensing
GGY 4100 ________ Land Use Planning
GGYS 4 ________ Special Topics in Geography
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